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Director’s Foreword
Prison Reading Groups (PRG) has gone from strength to strength since its beginnings in 1999. We now
support thirty-eight active groups in twenty-eight prisons around the country, together with several
groups in community settings. Our funding enables the groups to buy the books they read, so that
members can keep their copies or pass them on to other prisoners or visiting family.
Prison re-structuring and cuts to library services produced a tough climate in 2014, especially for
informal learning initiatives like reading groups. But thanks to the extraordinary determination of
our librarians and volunteers, PRG group numbers have grown. Nine new groups started last year and
eight more are taking off in 2015.
The government’s ban on book parcels sparked a public debate that re-affirmed the vital importance of
books and reading in prisons. PRG played an active role in the media and we are pleased to note that
the prisoner whose appeal overturned the ban is a member of one of our reading groups.
There is growing recognition of the unmet needs of long-term and higher level prisoner learners.
Michael Spurr, Chief Executive of the National Offender Management Service, made this the focus of
his November lecture for the Prisoners Education Trust: ‘Using time, not just doing time: a constructive and humane regime for long-sentenced prisoners’. PRG is based at the University of Roehampton
and is well-placed to help fill the gap. Many of our reading groups provide much-needed challenges for
experienced readers, and we are working to promote university/prison partnerships that can build on
this.
PRG is a founder member of the Prisoner Learning Alliance and we have been actively involved in the
PLA’s work to inform policy and priorities for prisoner learning. We contributed to the PLA’s Smart
Rehabilitation report and provided evidence for the response to government proposals that would
increase the debt burden on younger prisoner learners.
PRG is enormously grateful to our funders: the University of Roehampton; Give a Book; the Wellcome
Trust; Penguin Random House, and individual donors. The funding makes our work possible; the unstinting support that comes with it helps to make the work a pleasure.
We are also pleased to acknowledge new funding for 2015 from the Mildred Duveen Charitable Trust
and the Siobhan Dowd Trust, and we very much look forward to these partnerships.
PRG grew out of academic research conceived and directed by Professor Jenny Hartley. She has codirected the project from the beginning and her clarity and creative thinking have guided PRG
throughout. Jenny retired in August and she is greatly missed. However, I’m delighted to report that
she remains actively involved with PRG and we continue to benefit from her wisdom and inspiring
commitment to what we do.
Grateful thanks are also due to our research facilitator Dustin Frazier for all his hard work and creative
thinking, and to Nick Lavery and later Cissie Sekers for helpful administrative support.
For many prisoner members, coming to a reading group for the first time feels like a risky step. It can
take time and courage to feel at home with a book and feel comfortable talking about it. But it can also
be powerful and transformative.
‘When I once looked into the prison reading group held in the study centre, I was left feeling the same
as many others: what a bunch of sad gits, sitting around a table talking about books; what’s all that
about? Some 3 years down the line I have happily become one of those ‘sad gits’ who has gained some
knowledge and who gets great pleasure out of attending.’
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Sarah Turvey
March 2015

2014 Highlights
PRG’s contribution to the widespread protest over the book ban was quoted in The
Independent (March 27) and The Mirror online (March 24), with a PRG article in
Discover Society appearing on May 6; PRG director Sarah Turvey was interviewed live on
BBC Radio London when the High Court overturned the ban on December 5
What is needed is a more widespread debate about what education in prison ought to do, how
it can contribute to rehabilitation, and what part books play in the process. Sarah Turvey,
‘Policy briefing: What Books Can Do Behind Bars’, Discover Society, May 6

Winners of the Culture, Media and the Arts category in the National Co-ordinating
Centre for Public Engagement (NCCPE) annual Impact Awards

An extraordinary project that creates a shared space for the imagination which everyone is
able to enter. NCCPE judges

Annual ‘Reading in Prison Day’ attracted over 110 librarians, volunteers, publishers,
writers and voluntary sector organisations
Former inmates stood up to give startling speeches on the vital transformative role that
books played in their confinement. Arifa Akbar, ‘Books help inmates to turn the page’, The
Independent, June 26

Wellcome Trust grant awarded to deliver ‘Lifting Stories’, an innovative reading group
supporting women in the healthcare daycentre at HMP Holloway
After the group the women are calm and appear proud. I noticed that some of the women’s
stature changes after a group...I realise that they feel a part of something special. Staff
evaluation

Funding secured to extend PRG’s Family Days programme in 2015
When I spoke to the families they expressed absolute delight and amazement that anyone
would give their child a book bag with a choice of book too. Librarian feedback on PRG
Family Day pilot

PRG rated ‘internationally excellent’ in the 2014 Research Excellence Framework, the
system for assessing the quality of research impact in UK universities
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PRG Groups: Expansion and Diversity
Overview
Prison re-structuring and the effects of the government’s Transforming Rehabilitation policy have
produced tough challenges everywhere in prisons. For PRG these have been compounded by cuts to
library services and increasing pressures on staff. The expansion we achieved in 2014 despite this
climate is especially heartening.
There have been a few groups that have either folded or had to take a break, usually because of reorganisation or staff turnover. PRG ran a thriving group on the Vulnerable Prisoners’ Unit at Brixton
from September 2012 to July 2014, when the VPU was closed and the prisoners dispersed to other
prisons. See Appendix I for a fuller account of the group over its two year lifetime.
Groups that have had to close sometimes rise again. HMP Bullingdon hosted the longest-running
reading group in the country until it was suspended by regime change in November 2013. But thanks
to a very determined librarian it restarted in February 2015. Staffing changes at Bronzefield put their
group on hold eighteen months ago but just before Christmas the new librarian contacted us for support with a re-launch. It seems the memory of the PRG group was alive and well among the prisoners
and they were very keen for it to get going again.
PRG’s continuing success relies on the commitment and enthusiasm of our brilliant librarians and volunteers. Setting up a reading group involves considerable time and effort, and the ongoing logistics of
unlock lists, room bookings and liaison with prison officers can be complicated. We are very grateful.
Our watchwords remain choice and flexibility and we have worked with our facilitators to create or
adapt groups for specific readers: experienced or emergent; groups for those with basic literacy needs;
read aloud groups or those that discuss a book read independently in advance; groups for older
prisoners or young offenders, or for those on mental health wings.

‘Sam reading about the wild west’, Matthew Meadows
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Author Visits
Author visits are a highlight for many groups and ours have enjoyed discussions with Melanie
McGrath, Courttia Newland, Russ Litten and Onuzo Chibundi among others. Meeting an author can
also be a great boost for an emergent reader. Alex Wheatle set the Aylesbury members alight with his
life story.
His life story waz realey good. Like the way he waz a dealer and he waz in jail. The story about
when he waz in Jail waz crazy. When he was telling us from the start I fort he isint making any
sences. But he waz the full story about his life waz great and I enjoyed it. Like he has had quite a
life and he changed it all to be a writer and he made the rite choice because look at him know his a
good book writer. I enjoyed his story. Know I am reading his book. Trainee at HMP/YOI
Aylesbury

Volunteers
We have over twenty volunteers already running groups and many more who are keen to be involved.
They come from varied backgrounds and bring a wealth of skills: business people, academics,
publishers, teachers and freewheeling enthusiasts. All of them share a love of reading and a belief in
the difference books can make. Their commitment leads to impressive efforts to source material that
will appeal to their groups and offer genuine choice. And many report on the challenges and
satisfaction volunteering provides.
I feel at each session that I’m negotiating a busy road, and need to keep alert at all times as I so
don’t want the men to get bored and stop coming. But I have noticed over the few months I’ve been
there that they are gaining confidence and reading more fluently . . . But above all I think we’re
having fun. We’ve established a good relationship and although sometimes a few arrive with
tensions and stresses from the wing, this does seem to disperse during the reading. Volunteer with
an emergent readers group at HMP Grendon

Feedback
Groups provide regular feedback to give a flavour of their meetings and a voice to the members. The
result is fascinating evidence of the determination of facilitators and members, and of what books can
do behind bars. See Appendix Three for a case study of an emergent reader at HMP Grendon.
D took The Boy in Striped Pyjamas back to the wing last time, and is reading it with a mentor, a
page a day. We discussed the plot, and he seems aware of the nuances of the story, and the ‘drama’
of the situation unfolding that we know about with hindsight, but about which the protagonist, as
a child, knows nothing. D is very excited about it. Feedback from HMP Grendon
Mum an alcoholic, tick; bullied by brother, tick; hated school, tick; dad gone, tick – all like me and
lots of us here. I wonder where Billy is now. HMP Wymott member on A Kestrel for a Knave
For some the book felt laboured because we had chosen the unabridged version…but the revelation
that one of our members hadn’t learned to read until he was nineteen, and felt such pride in himself
for having read this book, gave everyone a different perspective. Feedback from group facilitator
on the discussion of Les Miserables, HMP Bure
Some didn’t ‘get’ the stories – too short, no beginning or ending; others absolutely did. ‘Like
walking down the wing and hearing snippets of conversation from the rooms and thinking, what’s
that all about?’ Heated discussion moving across the stories. C quoted the last lines of ‘Popular
Mechanics’ verbatim from memory. A blinding session. Facilitator on a discussion of Raymond
Carver stories at HMP Send
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Lifting Stories
PRG has supported a reading group in the healthcare daycentre at HMP Holloway since 2012. Katie
Gonzalez-Bell, who runs the group, devised and evaluated a formal pilot in 2014. Katie’s reports and
the responses of both members and staff highlight what the group achieves for a set of very vulnerable
prisoners.
		
‘I wish we could have more than one session a week’
			
‘I am going to take a hand-out and share the poems’
				
‘It takes me out of myself and out of the prison’
					
‘The best part of my week’
							Evaluation comments by members
The new member of the group had been attending the daycentre for a while and had previously said
she would never come to a session as she hates reading. Today she spontaneously came along. Due to
her high level of risk she has a 1:1 watch nurse who was also with her. This nurse left the session after
15 minutes to sit outside as she considered the woman was so calm and engaged. Session report by
Katie Gonzalez-Bell
The women the daycentre serves are all under assessment for mental health issues. They are amongst
the most vulnerable prisoners in the entire prison population. Many have suffered abuse, poor life
experiences, and few have coping strategies…
The women really love the group. It feels inclusive and safe. All of the women using the group engage
in it, whether reading and writing, listening or joining in discussions on different literary topics.
Evaluation comments by daycentre staff members
We are delighted to report that the Wellcome Trust has provided full funding for Katie to deliver the
project again in 2015.

Thank-you card from members of HMP Brixton Book Club to Jenny Hartley
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PRG Prisons and Groups

Groups Active in 2014
Groups Starting in 2015

Albany (3)
*Aylesbury
Brixton (3)
Bure (3)
Eastwood Park
Erlestoke
*Highpoint
Humber
Full Sutton (2)
Grendon (5)
Holloway (2)
*Holloway over-50s
Leicester
Lewes
Magilligan (Northern Ireland)
Pentonville (2)
*Preston
Send
*Stoke Heath
*Thameside (2)
Wandsworth
*Wandsworth (Trinity)
*Warren Hill
Wymott (2)

Birmingham
Bristol
Bronzefield
Bullingdon
Coldingley
Downview
High Down
Wormwood Scrubs

Groups Non-Active or
Suspended in 2014
Belmarsh
Brixton (VPU disbanded)
Feltham
Rye Hill

*new in 2014
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Advocacy
PRG and the Prisoner Learning Alliance
PRG is a founder member of the Prisoner Learning Alliance, formed in 2012 ‘to bring together diverse
non-statutory stakeholders with senior cross-departmental officials, to provide expertise and
strategic vision to inform future priorities, policies and practices relating to prison education, learning
and skills’. PRG works actively to further the work of the Alliance.
Smart Rehabilitation
Smart Rehabilitation, Learning how to get better outcomes, published by the PLA in December 2013
includes PRG’s concept of imaginative capital as a way of thinking about a ‘whole person’ approach to
learning and rehabilitation outcomes.

In addition to these three sorts of capital [human, social and identity], many prisoners also need
to develop what we see as a fourth sort of capital: imaginative capital. This is what a reading
group can foster so well. Why is imaginative capital important? It matters because it concerns the
growth of the self: reflection and thinking, crucially about other situations and other people. This
is often what prisoners need to do. An invitation to invest in imaginative capital proposes that I
might be able to understand my own situation better by reading about someone else’s. Also, that I
may be able to care about someone else; after all, how can I care about you if I never think about
you? Jenny Hartley and Sarah Turvey, What Books Can Do Behind Bars (2013),
quoted in Smart Rehabilitation (2014)

‘I think and feel, therefore I am’
In April PRG delivered a workshop for the PLA’s Smart Rehabilitation conference at the Open
University, attended by over 150 policy makers, prison governors, academics, prison education
providers and voluntary sector organisations. The workshop was entitled ‘I think and feel, therefore
I am: reading, imaginative capital and thinking skills’ and had three key aims: to show how literature
and reading groups can contribute to the critical thinking needed for rehabilitation; to emphasise the
importance of informal learning in prison; and to encourage better dialogue between education
providers and voluntary organisations.
Loans and Prisoner Learners
In June the Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) published proposals that would
replace current OLASS funding with Advanced Learning Loans for prisoners taking more than one
Level 2 or Level 3 qualification (the equivalent of GCSE and A Level). The PLA and Prisoners
Education Trust issued a joint response that included feedback from PRG groups on the detrimental
effect that the proposals would have on higher level learning in prison.

This consultation response includes evidence from prisoners that the withdrawal of funding for
Level 3 qualifications has been having a negative impact and restricting their educational
progression. We therefore recommend that instead of expanding the loans system in prisons it
should be reversed and good quality higher level qualifications that were available previously are
reinstated. PLA/PET consultation response to ‘Further Education – Future development of loans’
(August 2014)
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Consultancy and Outreach
As PRG’s reputation has grown, we have responded to increasing requests for expert advice and
support. We advised New College Lanarkshire on setting up reading groups at HMP Low Moss in
Glasgow and applying for funding. Their application was successful and they were able to implement
their Reading for Release initiative.
We’ve been following the work Roehampton are doing with Reading Groups in prisons and are
massively impressed. We’d similarly like to implement a number of Reading Groups at Low Moss. We
currently run a group in partnership with a local library but I’m very interested in setting
something up for developing readers or for teenagers and their parents who are currently incarcerated. I wondered therefore – if you might be able to provide any general advice for staff at prisons
keen to replicate your model? Sarah McKee, Offender Outcomes Lecturer, New College Lanarkshire
A serving prisoner at HMP Magilligan in Northern Ireland wrote to us after reading about PRG in
Inside Time, the national prison newspaper. We provided advice and some funding for books and with
the help of the librarian there is now a thriving group at the prison, run by the men themselves.

It will have you laughing in public places, this book is indeed a must read for anyone who has even
the smallest of funny bones waiting to be tickled and certainly kept our group talking. Member
feedback from HMP Magilligan on A Long Way Down
The Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge contacted us for advice on its Prison Fictions
project, a series of books aimed at emergent readers. Interested groups have had access to free sets for
discussion and feedback to the publishers.
PRG was recognised at library celebration events at HMPs Grendon and Thameside and received the
best possible praise from a group member who wanted to put his feelings about the group into writing.
Since being remanded at Thameside I have found it difficult to deal with from time to time. The book
club has given me something that no other prison activity or work duty could, it has offered my mind
a place to escape…Before being remanded to prison I never read anything other than text books at
school or manuals for work and I’m 42 yrs old. Now I have read 6 books for the book club and 5 I
loaned from the library in just 6 weeks. I have learned from my experiences in prison but gained a
new life in books, all thanks to our book club. Reading group member, HMP Thameside
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International Connections
PRG’s reputation has spread and we have advised on a number of reading group initiatives overseas.
We worked with Dr Carol Finlay to help her set up a network of sixteen reading clubs in penitentiaries
across Ontario, Alberta and Manitoba, with further funding for reading groups in all five women’s
prisons in Canada.
I’m so grateful to Jenny Hartley from Roehampton University who started a prison reading group in
the UK. I found out what she was doing on the internet, talked to her long-distance, and got inspired
to start one here. Carol Finlay, Inside Time, February 2014
Karen Lausa contacted us from Colorado, where she is the developer and facilitator of Words Beyond
Bars. She successfully used our 2013 report, What Books Can Do Behind Bars, to help persuade the
state Corrections Board to provide some funding for the programme.
I read with great admiration the Prison Reading Groups report: What Books Can Do Behind Bars,
the work of PRG 1999-2013. I would like to ask if I might share the report with the Department of
Corrections Education Department, because I am requesting that they consider funding the Words
Beyond Bars program. This has never been done before, and budgets are tight, but I’m willing to
give it a try. It would be a terrible loss for the incarcerated participants if the program were
discontinued. Karen Lausa
Reading Group Roundup
PRG has a regular column in Inside Time, the national newspaper for prisoners, and every month a
different group reports on its meeting. These are sometimes written by the facilitator but often a
member takes it on and this can be a source of tremendous pride for the author and the whole group.
Animal Farm was a popular choice for our rapidly expanding group, not least because it provoked
a storm of nostalgia from those of us old enough to have studied it for O Level!
‘I read it as a child. As an adult my response was far more emotional; I became upset
that the animals could be so easily duped.’
‘I loved the beginning which was comical. Then it got sadistic and twisted.’
Would our members recommend this novel to other groups? The answer was a resounding Yes!
Reading Group Roundup report by Jenny Philp-Parsons, reading group member at HMP Send
This month provided us with a special guest. After reading Melanie McGrath’s best-selling book
Silvertown, the group were bursting with questions. Thanks to Prison Reading Groups we were
able to have Melanie in to answer all that we wanted to know… Overall the group would advise
reading this book whether you’re from East London or not. It’s a great insight into the life and
story of those who struggled through some of Britain’s most tragic periods. Melanie was absolutely
wonderful and a real pleasure to meet. She took time in answering everybody’s questions and even
signed books for us. An inspirational woman with a wonderful story. Reading Group Roundup
report by Charlie Bland and David Jeffs, HMP Wandsworth
(See Appendix II for examples of complete Reading Group Roundup columns)
PRG and the media
We advised Good Morning Britain (ITV) on prisoner literacy and The Why Factor (BBC World Service)
on poetry in prison. A follow-up BBC programme in 2015 is under discussion.
So many of the people in your network got in touch, that I’m now hoping to get a commission for a
whole programme about just poetry in prisons, rather than only a segment. Arlene Gregorius,
Senior Broadcast Journalist, BBC Current Affairs
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Reading in Prison Day
More than 110 people attended PRG’s third annual Reading in Prison Day in June. The focus this year
was on three themes: reading and the family; emergent readers, and poetry in prison.
Speakers included the author Melvin Burgess, Rod Clark, Chief Executive of the Prisoners Education
Trust, David Ahern, CEO of the Shannon Trust, and Cathy Rentzenbrink of QuickReads, as well as
librarians, reading group volunteers and Writers in Residence.

Speakers at Reading in Prison Day. From left to right: David Ahern, Shannon Trust; Vicky Rouse, Prison
Radio Association; David Kendall, Six Book Challenge; Cathy Rentzenbrink, QuickReads & The Bookseller;
Denise Broadbent, Library, HMP Bure; Nicola Wood, Volunteer, HMP Brixton

Family
The power of shared books to cement family bonds and
children’s reading ability is well-known.
Research also confirms that regular contact with family
reduces re-offending by up to 39% (Ministry of Justice,
2007) and is a crucial factor in maintaining the emotional
wellbeing of prisoners’ children (University of Huddersfield,
2013).
In the panel discussion academics shared the evidence with
delegates, and librarians discussed family reading initiatives
in prisons, including Storybook Dads and Mums.
The day also provided a platform for librarians, volunteers
and group members to share their experiences of PRG’s pilot
programme of Family Days support. With support from Give
a Book we provided books and book bags for children
visiting a parent in prison. The books offered families
opportunities for reading and bonding, and provided
children with a tangible reminder of a positive experience
with their parents. Feedback from both the facilitating
librarians and from prisoners and their families was
extremely positive and this was confirmed by speakers at the
event.
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Melvin Burgess reading from his
work at Reading in Prison Day

Emergent Readers
PRG supports an increasing number of groups for emergent readers and delegates enjoyed the chance
to share reading material, approaches and stories.
There were also reports on the open-mindedness of ‘emergent readers’ – men and women who had
learned to read inside prison. This group was receptive in ways that older readers may no longer
be: the men who read – and enjoyed – chick lit for example because they had not learned to
follow the narrow set of rules that decided these books appeal only to a certain kind of woman.
Arifa Akbar, ‘Books help inmates to turn the page’, The Independent, June 26

Poetry
Cathy Wells-Cole, the PRG volunteer at HMP Wandsworth, involved everyone in a poetry workshop
using Robert Frost’s ‘The Road Not Taken’. Delegates clearly enjoyed it and feedback confirmed how
much more confident it made facilitators feel about reading poems with their groups.
I am inspired! Intend to use poetry in Book Groups from now on. Reading in Prison Day delegate
In the poem the speaker remembers a time when he could have taken either of two paths through a
wood, his decision resulting in ambiguous, but nonetheless self-determined, consequences. WellsCole told us how prisoners are quick to pick up on the theme of autonomy and are, perhaps,
motivated to look at their own life story differently – which is what reading can do for all of us,
and may improve all of us for the better. Flora Willis, ‘To Read is to Fly: Learning about Literacy in
Prisons’, Profile Books blog, June 18

Attendees at Reading in Prison Day
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User Voices
Best of all were the contributions from two
people with prison experience who talked
about what reading meant to them, inside and
out.
Frank Harris, now released and studying for a
degree, recalled that for him reading came to
replace cannabis as the best way to escape in
prison. He too had high praise for his reading
group:
‘Book club was great for me, it set me on a
path I wasn’t aware it could set me on’
Lesley Graham introduced us to the
excitement of the reading group at Send and
the way books and discussion energise and
‘make you think’. When Lesley came to the
PRG day she was already on daily ROTL
(Release on Temporary Licence) so she could
do volunteer work outside. She has since been
released and now has a full time job as front of
house administrator for the Education Centre
at Guildford Cathedral.

Frank Harris speaking at Reading in Prison Day

Former inmates stood up to give startling speeches on the vital, transformative role that books
played in their confinement. Arifa Akbar, ‘Books help inmates to turn the page’, a report on the day in
The Independent, June 26
The conference showcased schemes and charities striving to get prisoners reading and demonstrated
how reading builds confidence and works towards successful rehabilitation. Flora Willis, Digital
Marketing Executive at Profile Books and conference delegate

Lesley Graham at the Safe Ground
conference, National Theatre, London,
February 2015
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Partnerships
Collaboration is central to successful interventions in prisons. PRG has worked hard to build effective
networks and we are fortunate to be able to work with the following partners:
The Prisoners Education Trust
PRG continues to work closely with the Prisoners Education Trust to
promote formal and informal learning in prisons.
Our Holloway groups are cited as an example of good practice in the
most recent edition of Brain Cells (2014), PET’s comprehensive survey
and report on prisoner learning.
I see how the women open up and can articulate their views and listen
to each other…When the officers pick me up they say the women have
been talking about the group. Holloway reading group volunteer,
quoted in Brain Cells

English PEN
English PEN sends writers into prisons to run workshops. PRG works
with Irene Garrow, the Readers and Writers Programme Officer, to
arrange writer visits for our groups. A visit by the author Courttia
Newland to HMP Full Sutton shows vividly the commitment and
determination of our librarians and partners. Discussions between PEN
and the prison began in 2012 but had to be put on hold when access
rules were changed. Irene and the librarian stayed in touch and the visit
finally took place in April 2014.
As we all know, patience and persistence works well in prison and so,
finally, since last December, I’ve been able to have visitors again. It’s
so good for the prison to have people visit and spend time with the
prisoners, and the prisoners appreciate it so much. So, as ever, many
thanks to you again for supporting our group. Full Sutton librarian
PEN funded the visit and PRG provided 25 copies of Newland’s book,
which increased the buzz and helped to make it a great success.
To extend Courttia’s visit to as many as possible, we amalgamated
our two reading groups for the afternoon as well as inviting along all
those on the waiting list and a few more fans of Courttia who made
themselves known. There were about 25 of us altogether including Joy
Matthews, librarian, and Gerry Ryan, Writer in Residence, who both
run the reading groups at Full Sutton…
Thank you to Courttia for a truly inspiring afternoon and thank you
to Roehampton University [PRG] and English PEN for their great and
ongoing support. Reading Group Roundup, Inside Time, August 2014
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National Literacy Trust
PRG also works with the National Literacy Trust to help deliver Books
Unlocked. This project is funded by the Booker Prize Foundation and
provides Man Booker shortlisted books to prisoners and young
offenders. In 2014 the PRG group at HMP Brixton took on A D Miller’s
Snowdrops, while the Wandsworth members welcomed the author
himself to their meeting. The difference of view is the hallmark of PRG
groups and this comes across clearly in the joint report for Reading
Group Roundup.
[At Wandsworth] there was high praise for the novel’s evocation of
Moscow…but the real probing came in the discussion of Nicholas and
his moral slide:
‘I was impatient with his weakness and I didn’t want to
associate with him. But I had to.’
‘He was naïve’
‘…no, he made himself blind to what was going on’…
[At Brixton] the men never mince their words and the first four
responses were pretty downbeat…But the discussion picked up with
the issue of complicity in the book. This elicited an interesting debate
about how much we know / choose not to know etc. The blurb on the
novel referred to Graham Greene, and so this has taken us to our next
book choice, Our Man in Havana. This is particularly pleasing, as the
men now feel confident to tackle what they know is a classic author
and this is a category which can be daunting. So well done Snowdrops
for that. Reading Group Roundup, Inside Time, January 2014
Penguin Random House
The publishers have provided regular sets of books since 2011 and we
are very grateful for the generosity and unstinting support we have
received from Kate Gunning. The groups provide feedback to PRH and
members are keen to express their appreciation.
[At High Down] we always score our books out of ten and at 8.5
Pirates of Barbary was a winner. And it was a great meeting. At the
end one man thanked another very eloquently for sharing his
knowledge of the Middle East and its history and many languages.
The book was a surprise hit for one new young member who hadn’t
read much before. He said it had fired his interest in reading as he had
really enjoyed it. We just hope he feels the same about our next read:
Bernhard Schlink’s The Reader.
Our copies of Pirates of Barbary were kindly supplied by the
publisher, Random House. The men really appreciate these donations.
Some members like to build up their own library in their cell whilst
others pass the books on to fellow prisoners or family. Reading Group
Roundup, Inside Time, August 2013

The Reading Agency
We work with The Reading Agency to help promote the Six Book
Challenge among our groups and to strengthen the role of libraries and
librarians in prisons. In September, PRG was among the guests at a
reception hosted by Frances Osborne at No. 11 Downing Street to
celebrate the success of the Challenge.
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Awards and funding
PRG was awarded £1000 as category winner for Art, Design and Culture in the National Co-ordinating
Centre for Public Engagement’s annual competition to recognise university initiatives that engage the
public with research activity. The NCCPE is funded by the Higher Education Funding Councils,
Research Councils UK and the Wellcome Trust.
PRG gratefully acknowledges the support of the University of Roehampton which funds university
workload relief for the Director and Research Facilitator.
Give a Book has provided us with generous funding since 2012 and has increased its grant for 2015. We
are very grateful for this and for GAB’s creative interest and unfailing support for our work.
The Lifting Stories project at HMP Holloway was supported in 2014 with a private donation. A grant
from the Wellcome Trust will enable the work to be fully funded for 2015.
In the wake of the book ban debate, PRG organised a publicity and fund-raising campaign which raised
over £1,200. A number of authors responded with offers of books as well as donations.
Penguin Random House has generously provided monthly book sets since 2011.
We are also pleased that Profile Books has offered to continue the book support it began in 2013.
New funding for 2015
PRG has secured welcome new grants from the Mildred Duveen Charitable Trust and the Siobhan
Dowd Trust. This money will help support our existing work and develop new initiatives.
Phoenix Comics has offered copies of their award-winning comic to be included in our Family Day
book bags in 2015.

Jenny Hartley and Sarah Turvey receiving the NCCPE Impact Award,
Natural History Museum, London, June 2014
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Plans and Projects for 2015
PRG will continue its core work of helping to set up and support reading groups in prisons throughout
the country. Eight new groups are starting in 2015 and we look forward to working with them.
Our major new initiative will be a programme of support for Family Days. In 2013 we piloted support
at selected prisons, providing books and book bags for children visiting a parent inside. The books and
bags were provided by Give a Book, and pads and pens by the University of Roehampton. The books
offered families opportunities for reading and bonding, and provided children with a tangible reminder
of a positive experience with their parents. We have now secured funding to extend the initiative in up
to thirty prisons. We will also publicise the evaluation, which we hope will help embed library support
for Family Days more widely throughout the prison estate.
The project will also involve volunteers from the University of Roehampton’s Children’s Literature MA
and PhD programmes. Past and present students will advise prison librarians on book selection and
ways to engage prisoners and their children with the books.
We hope to develop prison/university partnerships. PRG is currently working with an academic
colleague from the United States to explore the possibilities of the US Inside-Out model for shared
undergraduate/prisoner learning.
Our 2013 publication What Books Can Do Behind Bars, Report on the work of PRG 1999 – 2013 has
been very useful in helping to build our reputation. The full report is available as a PDF download on
our website, details at the back of this review.
In 2015 we will further raise the profile of PRG further through an e-newsletter, an improved website, a
Twitter account and a Facebook page.

‘Pateras - Hello’, by Alex Manolatos,
Artist and PRG volunteer at HMP Pentonville
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Appendix One
THE BRIXTON VPU GROUP, G WING,
SEPTEMBER 2012 – JULY 2014
This group ran on the Vulnerable Prisoners Unit for just short of two years, until the wing closed. We
met monthly and discussed the book we had previously chosen. Funding for the books came from Give
A Book, and we were also given free sets by Penguin Random House, Profile Books, World Book Night,
and the National Literacy Trust. We met 21 times and discussed 21 books.
Context
The group was running at a time of decreasing access to the library (see Howard League for Penal
Reform’s report ‘Library Provision in Prisons’ 2013) , and an Independent Monitoring Board report
found that ‘Prisoners arriving at Brixton are frustrated by the amount of time spent in cell or without
purposeful activity and the tension of the prison is raised.’ But with the overall support of the prison
governor and the librarians each month, we only missed a couple of sessions due to lockdown or staff
shortage. Getting a suitable room was problematic, eventually achieved with the help of the wing
governor.
Membership
Thirty-eight men attended during the lifetime of the group. Up to eighteen members were signed up for
each meeting, marshalled by the group secretary, himself a prisoner member. The most who ever came
to a meeting was fourteen. Members often had prior commitments. Even so, there were rarely fewer
than eight, usually between ten and twelve. Eight men came only once or twice. Either it wasn’t for
them or they left the prison, I don’t know.
Twenty-one members, that is over half, were very committed and stayed in the group until they left
prison. Of these twenty-one, four were members for the whole two-year life of the group. All ages were
represented, from mid-twenties upwards. Many were in the forty-plus range.
The pattern I see here is this: if you get it, you stay and the group is yours. This happened for over half
the group. Some of this commitment was also due to the group secretary’s diligence in sending round
reminders. Members mentioned discussing the book before the session; they are not locked up all the
time on this wing.
Group Character
This was a thoughtful group, with the tone set early by the members who knew what they wanted their
group to be. They were not particularly well-educated (the few members who were tended not to stay),
but keen on getting the most out of the books and the session. Discussions were intent and focussed,
despite the water dripping from the ceiling into the bucket in the middle of our circle. They were good
listeners and a sympathetic forum. One very committed member started by being very silent; he had a
bad stammer and speaking was painful and embarrassing for him. But he persevered, and by the end
he was reading aloud and venturing opinions – a striking improvement.
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The Sessions
We started with a quick go-round response to the book, so everyone’s voice was heard, then opened up
for general discussion. Recurring interests emerged: empathy was a noticeable one. Characters who did
not express adequate feelings for others were picked out, as in The Dice Man. The group highlighted
the progress of the narrator in The Sisters Brothers from detachment to empathy: for his horse to
feeling for strangers and then finally finding his way back to his family.
Choice
After the book discussion came the choice of the next book. Members suggested books which had
meant a lot to them once (The Dice Man), or by an author they liked (Blake Morrison). A reference on
the jacket of Snowdrops led us to Graham Greene and Our Man in Havana. We chose from
selections from World Book Night, The National Literacy Trust, Penguin Random House and Profile.
Sue Townsend was suggested because she had recently died. Other books were current best-sellers
(The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry). I also brought in singletons. The process was for three or
four members to pitch a title, then have a vote.
Time for More
We could have up to two hours – these were men with too much time on their hands – and so we
developed appropriate cognate activities. These included passages from related texts. For example, The
Last Weekend looks back to Othello, so I brought in some extracts. No one had seen or read it, and they
were surprised and pleased to find themselves reading and discussing it.
We also decided to read a poem each time, and have read poems by Wordsworth, Blake, Dryden, Keats,
Langston Hughes and Heaney among others. Taking turns to read stanzas aloud was very popular.
Someone suggested celebrating Christmas with a quiz, and this went so well it became a regular
feature. Questions could be ingenious: What do books by Chris Stewart, Jeanette Winterson, John
Steinbeck and Roald Dahl all have in common?
We accepted the invitation from the Prisoners Education Trust to twin with their group, and enjoyed
comparing the two groups’ reactions to the book we were all reading – a great way to widen the circle.
The Books
Of the twenty-one books chosen, four were non-fiction, one was a set of short stories, and sixteen were
novels. Four female authors were chosen. The list is below.
A log was kept of each session to give a flavour of the discussion. Here are some of the comments:
Jon McGregor, If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things
Most hated it, which made for a good discussion. But an apposite comparison with photography, and how you can make the ordinary extraordinary
through juxtaposition: a perfect analogy for this book. A member unable to
attend sent in a witty pastiche.

Victoria Hislop, The Island
A surprisingly positive response. I invited the author; she couldn’t come but
sent a message which struck a chord, about the difficulty encountered in
anticipating the return to community (in her book, from the leper colony).
‘Same here; suicide rates are the second highest among long-termers about
to leave; for them prison can offer friendships they might not have had
outside.’
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Rachel Joyce, The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry
An unlikely hit; I thought it would be too sentimental but most of them
loved it. ‘We’ve all got a bunch of regrets in here’. They could all relate to
his journey. ‘Most enjoyable book we’ve done by a long way.’ One negative
note: ‘I wanted to kick him he’s so feeble.’ A member unable to attend sent
in a long review.

Ewan Morrison, Tales from the Mall
The most disliked book of the lot, but a good discussion. ‘We’ve all been in
shopping malls, never thought about them.’ Those who admired the book –
‘it’s got an agenda’ – got us to think about the issues.

Gavin Extence, The Universe versus Alex Woods
They all loved it, and it won the final poll for best book we had done in the
group. They enthused about the outsider voices, and defended letting a
sixteen-year-old take decisions about euthanasia. ‘He knows what he’s
doing’: a response I thought might have echoes which this was not the place
to pursue. But other very affective responses: ‘I laughed aloud in my cell –
but I cried too.’ The school experiences in the book struck real chords; one
man took the book to his SOTP (Sex Offender Treatment Programme)
session and read out bits which spoke his experience. An insight into the
multiple viewpoints we learn to inhabit, as one member referred to ‘my
inner social worker’ as one of his responses to the book. This was a book
which I think the group felt they had discovered for themselves.

Slavomir Rawicz, The Long Walk
‘I was with him every inch of the way’; ‘I had tears in my eyes at the end.’ A
discussion about emotional investment: you put in, you get out. Also about
the emotional life of the prisoner: ‘Has to be not too much up, not too much
down’. A member who is a new reader was put off when he started doubting
the truth of it. ‘Fact should be fact, fiction fiction.’

Graham Greene, Our Man in Havana
This book divided the group, its quietism left some cold; ‘Why isn’t it like
the Eiger Sanction?’ Many were pleased to have read their first Greene, they
knew the films. The member who loved it and read bits out converted some
by the end. ‘I can see I’m going to have to read it again.’
Jonas Jonasson, The Hundred Year Old Man
Our shared reading history yields dividends in the comparisons to be made,
here with Harold Fry and The Long Walk. The new reader, who claims only
to like fact books, thought ‘it was cracking, I cracked through it in three
days’, an impressive achievement. He kept up his momentum by only
following one of the time-lines – a sensible strategy and showing confidence
in being able to move round a book. Some had moral reservations about the
hero, ‘he shouldn’t have stolen the suitcase.’
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List of Books read by Brixton Book Club 2012-2014
			George Orwell, Animal Farm
			Luke Rhinehart, The Dice Man
			Patrick deWitt, The Sisters Brothers
			Richard Dawkins, The Magic of Reality
			Patrick Susskind, Perfume
			Jon McGregor, If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things
			Victoria Hislop, The Island
			Simon Rich, The Last Girlfriend on Earth
			Andrey Kurkov, Death and the Penguin
			Rachel Joyce, The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry
			Blake Morrison, The Last Weekend
			Michelle Paver, Dark Matter
			Ewan Morrison, Tales from the Mall
			Gavin Extence, The Universe versus Alex Woods
			A D Miller, Snowdrops
			Slavomir Rawicz, The Long Walk
			Graham Greene, Our Man in Havana
			Bruce Dessau, Beyond a Joke
			Nicholas Evans, The Smoke Jumper
			Jonas Jonasson, The Hundred Year Old Man
			Sue Townsend, The Queen and I

								Jenny Hartley
								Volunteer, Brixton G Wing Group
								March 2015
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Appendix Three
Becoming a Reader: D’s Story
D was very nervous when we first met in the prison library to discuss whether he’d like to join my
reading sessions for ‘new’ readers. He could read simple sentences with a little help and encouragement,
but he told me with heart-warming candour that he read so slowly that by the time he got to the end of a
sentence he’d forgotten the beginning. Reading was like taking medicine. He didn’t like doing it, but he
knew it had to be done if he was to stand a chance when he was released.
‘You need the story to be simple,’ I told him, ‘and you need to find it interesting.’ Could he tell me what
interested him? What would he like to read about? He told me he’d been in prison for so long that he
couldn’t really remember what he’d found interesting in the outside world. That was pretty sad.
D decided to join the reading group, and brought with him strong and outspoken views which I think
served to hide his fear. It is inevitable that some books are losers, and several of my choices were duds. It
was a steep learning curve for me, knowing so little about the various prisoners in the group. How does
one find a book that is simple enough, but not so childish as to be patronising? I learned to avoid books
that called for a leap of the imagination (The Iron Man by Ted Hughes was a disaster, and we stopped
after the first page). It was too much to worry about reading the words without having to work out
anything other than a straight story. I tried for more macho stuff (Touching the Void by Joe Simpson, a
memoir by Andy McNab, Amazon Adventure by Willard Price). D read aloud when it was his turn, but
lost concentration when he had to sit and listen, and he was loud in his condemnation. He’d shout
‘BORING!’ every time we started a new book or story, although he thrived on interjected praise when he
managed to break down difficult or obscure words. Most ‘boring’ of all was the short poetry session we
had at the end of each meeting. While his fellow inmates animatedly discussed the poem we’d chosen,
bringing wild and inventive ideas as to its meaning (a whole other story), D would leave the group and
wander amongst the library shelves ‘doing his own thing’. I began to despair. He was
being negative and a bit disruptive, and we kept chopping and changing titles to suit his whim.
I finally collared him at the end of a session. What did he think he wouldn’t find boring? He didn’t know.
In desperation I picked Roald Dahl’s The Magic Finger off the shelf and suggested he take it back to his
cell with him. It was, indeed, ‘magic’. He loved it. It had the combination of Dahl’s inimitable storytelling, with simple words, fun pictures, and space between the lines. D found a mentor among the
prisoners on his wing, and two weeks later brought the finished book back to me and we discussed it.
Were there any other Roald Dahls he could read? Indeed there were.
At that time we’d started The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas by John Boyne. At the end of the first session
D wanted to take his copy back to the wing. It took him several weeks to finish it, but he devoted twenty
minutes a day, and every time we met he told me in detail the story so far. Far from trying to remember
the beginning of each sentence when he got to the end, D was forging his way through the story to find
out what would happen next. He’d become engaged in what he was reading.
D was the only member of the group at our last meeting. We started Michael Morpurgo’s Shadow, the
story of an Afghan boy and his dog. An hour and a half is a long time to read aloud, and we had several
breaks, but he read with enthusiasm, and at the end of our session we were a good twenty pages in. He
was exhausted, but never once had he told me it was boring.
So what is the recipe for a good read? What makes a man like D suddenly engage with a story and climb
what would once have been a mountain in order to read it? And how does one manage to engage a whole
group, with disparate abilities, and with limited time and limited resources? That is something I’m still
wrestling with to find the answer.
										Pam Thomas
										PRG volunteer, HMP Grendon
										March 2015
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Donors
PRG would like to thank our 2014 donors and those who have pledged
support for 2015.
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